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Abstract

In 1987, Huw Davies proved that, for a flag-transitive point-imprimitive 2-(v, k, λ)
design, both the block-size k and the number v of points are bounded by functions of λ,
but he did not make these bounds explicit. In this paper we derive explicit polynomial
functions of λ bounding k and v. For λ 6 4 we obtain a list of ‘numerically feasible’
parameter sets v, k, λ together with the number of parts and part-size of an invariant
point-partition and the size of a nontrivial block-part intersection. Moreover from
these parameter sets we determine all examples with fewer than 100 points. There
are exactly eleven such examples, and for one of these designs, a flag-regular, point-
imprimitive 2 − (36, 8, 4) design with automorphism group S6, there seems to be no
construction previously available in the literature.
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1 Introduction

A 2-(v, k, λ) design D is a pair (P,B) with a set P of v points and a set B of blocks such that
each block is a k-subset of P and each pair of distinct points is contained in λ blocks. We say D is
nontrivial if 2 < k < v, and symmetric if v = |B|. All 2-(v, k, λ) designs in this paper are assumed
to be nontrivial. An automorphism of D is a permutation of the point set P which preserves the
block set. The set of all automorphisms of D under composition of permutations forms a group,
denoted by Aut(D). A subgroup G of Aut(D) leaves invariant a partition C of P if each element
of G permutes the parts of C setwise. A partition C is trivial if either C consists of singleton sets,
or C = {P}; and G is point-primitive if the only G-invariant partitions of P are the trivial ones.
Otherwise G is said to be point-imprimitive. A flag of D is a pair (α,B) where α ∈ P, B ∈ B, and
B contains α. A subgroup G of Aut(D) is said to be flag-transitive if G acts transitively on the set
of flags of D.

A seminal result of Higman and McLaughlin [11] in 1961 showed that, in the case where λ = 1, a
flag-transitive subgroup of automorphisms is point-primitive. This break-through spurred others to
discover whether this implication might hold more generally. In particular Dembowski [9, 2.3.7(a)]
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proved (in his 1968 book) that the same conclusion holds if λ is coprime to the number r of blocks
containing a given point. However it does not hold in general. As pointed out by Davies [8],
Cameron and Kantor [5, Theorem III] showed that the design whose points are the 2n+1− 1 points
of the projective space PG(n, 2), n odd, and whose blocks are the hyperplane-complements, with
natural incidence, admits PΓL((n + 1)/2, 4) as a flag-transitive group of automorphisms that is
point-imprimitive. For these designs λ = 2n−1 grows exponentially with n.

On the other hand, in [8], Davies also established that, for fixed λ, there are only finitely many
flag-transitive, point-imprimitive 2-designs, by showing that the block-size k and the number v of
points are both bounded in terms of λ. However he did not give explicit upper bounds. Some years
later Cameron and the second author [6, Proposition 4.1] showed that also v 6 (k − 2)2, that is, v
is bounded above in terms of k, for flag-transitive, point-imprimitive designs, and that the smallest
possible block size is k = 6. Recently Zhan and Zhou [20] found that there are exactly 14 examples
with k = 6, all with v = (k − 2)2 = 16.

Davies’ examples above from projective geometry are all symmetric designs, and indeed much
progress has been made studying flag-transitive symmetric 2-designs. In [17], O’Reilly-Regueiro
showed that a flag-transitive, point-imprimitive, symmetric design must have k 6 λ(λ + 1), and
further work (see [13, 14, 16]) refined this bound and classified all examples with λ up to 4.

In this paper we find explicit bounds for k, and hence for v, in terms of λ, without assuming
that the design is symmetric.

Theorem 1. Let D = (P,B) be a 2-(v, k, λ) non-trivial design admitting a flag-transitive point-

imprimitive group of automorphisms. Then k 6 2λ2(λ− 1) and v 6
(
2λ2(λ− 1)− 2

)2
.

Recall the result of Higman and McLaughlin [11] that for λ = 1, all flag-transitive 2-designs
are point-primitive. A recent result of the authors and colleagues in [10, Theorem 1.1] shows that
there are up to isomorphism just two designs which prevent this conclusion holding also for λ = 2:
namely there are exactly two flag-transitive, point-imprimitive 2-(v, k, 2) designs, and both of them
are 2 − (16, 6, 2) designs. For the cases λ = 3, 4, we list in Proposition 8 all ‘numerically feasible’
parameter sets for flag-transitive, point-imprimitive 2-designs, that is to say, parameter sets which
satisfy all the conditions imposed by our preliminary results in Section 2. We specify not only the
parameters v, k, λ, but also the number d of parts and the part-size c of a nontrivial invariant point-
partition, and the (constant) size ` of a non-empty intersection between a part of this partition and
a block of the design (see Lemma 5). Although we have not managed to complete the classification
of all examples with λ 6 4, which is given in [13, 14, 16] in the symmetric case, we have been
able to classify all examples with less than 100 points, and in so-doing, we constructed a design
on 36 points for which the full automorphism group is flag-regular (and so no proper subgroup is
flag-transitive). We thought this design, which has the parameters in line 5 of Table 1, was new
(we asked a few design experts and none had seen it before), but after finishing our analysis we
discovered that the design was identified by Zhang and Zhou in [21, Theorem 1.3]. However no
construction of the design is given in [21], see Remark 14. In Section 5, we give several constructions
and discuss this interesting design further.

Theorem 2. There are exactly eleven 2-(v, k, λ) non-trivial designs admitting a flag-transitive
point-imprimitive group G of automorphisms, with λ 6 4 and v < 100, with two of them admitting
two partitions of different sizes. If G preserves a partition into d parts of size c, then (λ, v, k, r, c, d)
are as in one of the lines of Table 1, the penultimate column gives the number of designs with these
parameters (up to isomorphism), and the last column gives a reference when possible.
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Table 1: The eleven designs for λ 6 4 and v < 100
λ v k r c d Number Reference
2 16 6 6 4 4 2 [2, 4, 12]
3 45 12 12 9 5 1 [14]
4 15 8 8 3 5 1 [5, 8]
4 16 6 12 4 4 2 [20]
4 36 8 20 6 6 1 Construction 9, [21]
4 96 20 20 6 16 2 [13]
4 96 20 20 16 6 4 [13]

Remark 3. (a) We note that the two designs with (λ, v, k, r, c, d) = (4, 96, 20, 20, 6, 16) in Table 1
are among the four flag-transitive designs for (4, 96, 20, 20, 16, 6) (see the classification in [13]). Thus
there are exactly eleven designs satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2, two of which admit two
nontrivial partitions with different parameters (c, d). See Remark 16 for more details.

(b) The smallest value of λ for which flag-transitive, point-imprimitive designs may exist is
λ = 2 and, as we mentioned above, in this case it follows from [10, Theorem 1.1] that D is one
of two known 2 − (16, 6, 2) designs. Thus the upper bounds on (k, v) in Theorem 1 when λ = 2,
namely (8, 36), are far from tight. Also, for λ = 4, it follows from Proposition 8 that the bounds
on both k and v in Theorem 1 are definitely not tight. If λ = 3, then the value of k could possibly
meet the bound k = 36 of Theorem 1, with the remaining parameters as in one of three lines of the
table in Proposition 8. Thus we ask in general:

Question 1. Can the functions of λ bounding k and v in Theorem 1 be improved?

We think the answer to Question 1 is ‘yes’ (with the possible exception of λ = 3) and would
like to see improved polynomial bounds. If λ = 3, then an answer to the next question would settle
the tightness of the bounds in Theorem 1 for that case.

Question 2. Does there exist a flag-transitive, point-imprimitive design with parameter set

(λ, v, k, r, c, d) = (3, 561, 36, 48, 17, 33), (3, 561, 36, 48, 33, 17), or (3, 1156, 36, 99, 34, 34)?

When λ = 3, there are seven lines of the table in Proposition 8 which have not been treated in
Theorem 2, that is to say, four lines in addition to the parameter sets in Question 2. Also, for λ = 4,
there are eleven lines of the table in Proposition 8 which have not been treated in Theorem 2.

Problem 3. Classify all the flag-transitive, point-imprimitive 2− (v, k, λ) designs with parameter
sets (λ, v, k, r, c, d) as in one of the 18 lines of the tables in Proposition 8 with v > 100.

A complete answer to Problem 3 would finish the classification of the flag-transitive, point-
imprimitive 2−(v, k, λ) designs with λ 6 4. A partial answer to Problem 3 is given in [21, Theorem
1.3] under the additional assumption that the flag-transitive, point-imprimitive group is also point-
quasiprimitive (that is, all nontrivial normal subgroups are point-transitive). Thus when attacking
Problem 3, one may assume that the group is not point-quasiprimitive.

In Section 2 we list some well-known facts about 2-designs and prove some numerical conditions
for flag-transitive point-imprimitive 2-designs. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1. In Section 4
we determine all numerically feasible parameters sets for λ = 3, 4. In Section 5 we give several
constructions for a 2-design on 36 points, and we show that up to isomorphism this design is the
unique flag-transitive, point-imprimitive 2 − (36, 8, 4) design (Proposition 13). Finally in Section
6, we classify all flag-transitive point-imprimitive 2-designs with λ 6 4 and v < 100, providing lots
of information on their automorphism groups and how to construct them with Magma [3].
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2 Preliminary results on designs

We first collect some useful results on flag-transitive designs.

Lemma 4. Let D = (P,B) be a 2-(v, k, λ) design and let b = |B|. Then the number of blocks of D
containing each point of D is a constant r satisfying the following:

(i) r(k − 1) = λ(v − 1);

(ii) bk = vr;

(iii) b > v and r > k;

(iv) r2 > λv.

In particular, if D is not symmetric then b > v and r > k.

Proof Parts (i) and (ii) follow immediately by simple counting. Part (iii) is Fisher’s Inequality
[18, p.99]. By (i) and (iii) we have

r(r − 1) > r(k − 1) = λ(v − 1)

and so r2 > λv + r − λ. Since D is nontrivial, we deduce from (i) that r > λ. Hence r2 > λv, as
stated in part (iv).

We now prove the following important technical lemma.

Lemma 5. Let D = (P,B) be a nontrivial 2-(v, k, λ) design admitting a flag-transitive point-
imprimitive group G of automorphisms, which leaves invariant a nontrivial point-partition C into
d parts of size c. Then the non-empty intersections B ∩∆, for B ∈ B and ∆ ∈ C, have a constant
size `, say. Moreover, the integer x = k − 1 − d(` − 1) is positive, and the following equalities,
inequalities and divisibility conditions hold:

(i) λ > 2;

(ii) ` | k and 1 < ` < k;

(iii) λ(c− 1) = r(`− 1);

(iv) k = xc+ `;

(v) rx = λ(d− 1);

(vi) k | λc(c−1)(k−(x+1))
(`−1)2

, in particular, if ` = 2 then k | λc(c− 1)(x+ 1);

(vii) k | λ`(x+ 1)(x+ `);

(viii) x(`− 1) 6 λ− 1;

(ix) c > λ+`(`−1)
λ−x(`−1) ;

(x) k > λ(x+`)
λ−x(`−1) ;
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Proof By the celebrated result of Higman and McLaughlin [11] mentioned above, if a 2− (v, k, 1)
design (linear space) is flag-transitive, then it is point-primitive. Thus λ > 2, proving (i). Let
C = {∆1,∆2, . . . ,∆d}, with 1 < d < v and |∆i| = c > 1 for each i, so that

v = cd. (1)

Let B,B′ ∈ B and ∆,∆′ ∈ C such that B∩∆ and B′∩∆′ are non-empty, and choose α ∈ B∩∆
and α′ ∈ B′ ∩ ∆′. Since G is flag-transitive, there exists g ∈ G such that (B,α)g = (B′, α′). As
αg = α′ we have ∆g = ∆′, and hence (B ∩ ∆)g = B′ ∩ ∆′. Thus ` = |B ∩ ∆| is independent of
B and ∆, and so ` | k. Since G is block-transitive and D is a 2-design, it follows that each block
contains a pair of points in the same part of C, and a pair of points from different parts of C. Thus
1 < ` < k, and this proves (ii).

Fix a point α, a block B containing α, and let ∆ be the part of C containing α. Counting the
point-block pairs (α′, B′) with α′ ∈ ∆\{α} and B′ containing α and α′, we obtain λ(c−1) = r(`−1),
proving (iii). Multiplying both sides of this equation by k− 1, and using Lemma 4(i) and equation
(1), we find that λ(k − 1)(c− 1) = r(k − 1)(`− 1) = λ(v − 1)(`− 1), and hence that

(cd− 1)(`− 1) = (k − 1)(c− 1).

Thus cd(`−1)− (`−1) = c(k−1)− (k−1), from which we deduce that k− ` = c (k − 1− d(`− 1)).
Since x = k − 1− d(`− 1) and since ` < k, this implies that x is a positive integer. Also it follows
from this equation that k = xc+ `, proving (iv).

Using Lemma 4(i), part (iii) and (1), we get that

rx = r(k − 1)− dr(`− 1) = λ(v − 1)− dλ(c− 1) = λ(d− 1),

proving (v).
By part (v) we have d = 1 + (rx/λ), and by (iii), r = λ(c − 1)/(` − 1), so that d = 1 + x(c −

1)/(`− 1).Then part (iv) and (1) imply that

vr = cdr = c

(
c− 1

`− 1
· x+ 1

)(
λ(c− 1)

`− 1

)
=
λc(c− 1)(cx− x+ `− 1)

(`− 1)2
=
λc(c− 1)(k − (x+ 1))

(`− 1)2
.

By Lemma 4(ii), bk = vr, so

k | λc(c− 1)(k − (x+ 1))

(`− 1)2
.

In particular, for ` = 2, k | λc(c− 1)(k − (x + 1)) and thus also k | λc(c− 1)(x + 1), proving (vi).
It follows that k divides λc(c− 1)(x+ 1), and hence k also divides λ(xc)(xc− x)(x+ 1), which by
part (iv) is equal to λ(k − `)(k − `− x)(x+ 1). Thus

k | λ`(`+ x)(x+ 1),

proving (vii).
On the other hand, since r > k (by Lemma 4(iii)), and using part (iv) and part (iii), we have

λk > λ(k − `− x) = λx(c− 1) = rx(`− 1) > kx(`− 1),
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and so x(`− 1) < λ. Since all these parameters are integers, (viii) follows.
Now using part (iii), the inequality r > k, and part (iv), we find

λ(c− 1) = r(`− 1) > k(`− 1) = (xc+ `)(`− 1).

Rearranging this inequality gives c(λ− x(`− 1)) > λ+ `(`− 1), and since λ− x(`− 1) > 0 by part
(viii), we have

c >
λ+ `(`− 1)

λ− x(`− 1)
,

proving (ix). Finally, using (iv) and (ix),

k = xc+ ` > x.
λ+ `(`− 1)

λ− x(`− 1)
+ ` =

λ(x+ `)

λ− x(`− 1)
,

proving (x).

We will need the following technical lemma.

Lemma 6. Let z be a real number greater than 1. The function g(x, y) = (x+ 1)(y+ 1)(x+ y+ 1)
from R2 to R, restricted to the hyperbola xy = z with x, y > 1 decreases as x increases between
1 and

√
z, increases as x increases between

√
z and z, and has a maximum of 2(z + 1)(z + 2) at

(x, y) = (1, z) and (z, 1).

Proof On the hyperbola xy = z, the function g becomes

g(x, z/x) = (x+ 1)(z/x+ 1)(x+ z/x+ 1)

=
(x+ 1)(x+ z)(x2 + x+ z)

x2

=
x4 + (z + 2)x3 + (3z + 1)x2 + z(z + 2)x+ z2

x2

= x2 + (z + 2)x+ (3z + 1) + z(z + 2)x−1 + z2x−2.

We can now compute the derivative

g′(x, z/x) = 2x+ (z + 2)− z(z + 2)x−2 − 2z2x−3

=
2x4 + (z + 2)x3 − z(z + 2)x− 2z2

x3

=
2(x2 − z)(x2 + z) + (z + 2)x(x2 − z)

x3

=
(x2 − z)(2(x2 + z) + (z + 2)x)

x3
.

Since x > 1 and z > 1, the denominator and second factor of the numerator are obviously positive,
while the first factor of the numerator is negative when x <

√
z and positive when x >

√
z.

Therefore the maximum of g(x, y) on the hyperbola is g(1, z) = g(z, 1) = 2(z + 1)(z + 2).
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3 Proof of Theorem 1

The preparatory results from Section 2 allow us to obtain our first bound.

Proposition 7. Let D = (P,B) be a 2-(v, k, λ) non-trivial design admitting a flag-transitive point-
imprimitive group of automorphisms. Then k 6 2λ2(λ+ 1).

Proof Let all parameters be as in Lemma 5. Then k 6 λ`(`+x)(x+ 1), by Lemma 5(vii). At this
point, it is convenient to change variables: let y = ` − 1 and µ = λ − 1, so that 1 6 y 6 µ, µ > 1
and xy 6 µ by Lemma 5(viii). Let

g(x, y) = (x+ 1)(y + 1)(x+ y + 1),

so that k 6 (µ + 1)g(x, y). We wish to find the maximum of the function g(x, y) on the domain
x, y > 1, xy 6 µ.

Since g(x, y) increases with y, for a fixed x, the maximum of this function must be on the
hyperbola xy = µ. By Lemma 6, the maximum of g(x, y) on that hyperbola is 2(µ + 1)(µ + 2)
obtained at (x, y) = (1, µ) and (µ, 1). Therefore k 6 2(µ+ 1)2(µ+ 2) = 2λ2(λ+ 1).

For λ = 2 the bound in Proposition 7 gives k 6 24. Together with Liang and Xia, the authors
showed in [10] that there are only two imprimitive flag-transitive 2-designs, both of which are
2− (16, 6, 2) designs. Thus this bound is definitely not tight for all λ.

For λ = 3 the bound in Proposition 7 gives k 6 72. That is also not the best possible, as looking
at λ = 3 in detail (splitting up into cases for possible (`, x)) we can show k 6 36, see Proposition
8 (note our list below matches with the cases listed in [8]).

For λ = 4 the bound in Proposition 7 gives k 6 160 (which is better than what is stated in [8]),
but we improve this in Proposition 8 to k 6 80.

Now we prove the main theorem. Note that we use here Proposition 8 which is in the next
section. That proposition only relies on results from Section 2 so our argument is not circular.

Proof [of Theorem 1] Let G be the flag-transitive automorphism group, and let C be the G-
invariant non-trivial partition. Let all parameters be as in Lemma 5. If λ = 2, we showed in
[10] (by group-theoretic arguments) that k = 6 < 2λ2(λ − 1). The statement is clearly true for
3 6 λ 6 4 by Proposition 8 below, so assume λ > 5.

We first claim that k cannot be equal to the bound found in Proposition 7. Assume to the
contrary that k = 2λ2(λ + 1). Looking at the proof of Proposition 7, this implies that k =
λ`(` + x)(x + 1), x(` − 1) = λ − 1, and ` = 2 or λ. If ` = 2, then x = λ − 1, and x divides
k−` = 2(λ3 +λ2−1) by Lemma 5(iv). It follows that λ−1 divides 2, so λ = 2 or 3, a contradiction
since λ > 5. If ` = λ, then x = 1, c = k − ` = 2λ3 + 2λ2 − λ by Lemma 5(iv), and λ − 1 divides
λ(c− 1) = λ(2λ3 + 2λ2 − λ− 1) by Lemma 5(iii). It also follows that λ− 1 divides 2, so λ = 2 or
3, contradicting λ > 5. Thus the claim is proved.

For convenience, we now use the notation y = ` − 1 and µ = λ − 1 > 4, as in the proof of
Proposition 7. Recall that k divides λ`(x + 1)(x + `) = (µ + 1)g(x, y) by Lemma 5(vii), and we
have just shown that k < 2λ2(λ+ 1).

We claim that k 6 max{λ2(λ + 1), (µ + 1)X}, where X is the second largest value of g(x, y)
on the domain x, y > 1, xy 6 µ with x, y integers. We see this as follows. In Proposition 7, it
was shown that the maximum value of g(x, y) on this domain is 2(µ + 1)(µ + 2) = 2λ(λ + 1). If
g(x, y) takes this value, that is, if (µ + 1)g(x, y) = 2λ2(λ + 1), then k must be a proper divisor of
this expression and hence k 6 λ2(λ + 1). On the other hand, if (µ + 1)g(x, y) < 2λ2(λ + 1), then
k 6 (µ+ 1)g(x, y) 6 (µ+ 1)X. This proves the claim.
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We now determine X, the second largest value of g(x, y). Note that, if xy < µ, then by Lemma
6, g(x, y) 6 g(1, xy) 6 g(1, µ − 1) = 2µ(µ + 1). Hence either X = 2µ(µ + 1), or µ = xy and
X = g(x, µ/x) for some integer x 6= 1 properly dividing µ. If µ is prime then such an x does not
exist, and X = 2µ(µ+ 1).

Assume now that µ is not a prime, and let p be the smallest prime factor of µ, so that µ = pq
where q > p. Note that p 6

√
µ. It follows from Lemma 6 that the largest value of g(x, µ/x), for

an integer x 6= 1 dividing µ, is g(p, q) = (p+ 1)(q+ 1)(p+ q+ 1). We claim that 2µ(µ+ 1) > g(p, q),
with the unique exception of µ = 4, in other words, setting f(p, q) := 2µ(µ+ 1)− g(p, q), we claim
that f = f(p, q) > 0 except for p = q = 2. Substituting µ = pq and multiplying out, we see that
the claim is that

f(p, q) = q2(2p2 − p− 1)− q(p2 + p+ 2)− (p+ 1)2 > 0.

Now p, q > 2, and the partial derivative ∂f/∂q = 2q(2p2 − p− 1)− (p2 + p+ 2), which is positive
for all p, q > 2. Thus for any given p > 2, f(p, q) is an increasing function of q. In particular

f(p, q) > f(p, 2) = 4(2p2 − p− 1)− 2(p2 + p+ 2)− (p+ 1)2 = 5p2 − 8p− 9,

and this is positive for all p > 3. On the other hand, if p=2, then f(p, q) = f(2, q) = 5q2 − 8q − 9,
which is positive for all q > 3. For the exceptional remaining case p = q = 2, µ = 4 and f(2, 2) = −5.
Hence the claim is proved.

To summarise, either X = 2µ(µ + 1), or µ = λ − 1 = 4 in which case X = g(2, 2) = 45; and
by the claim, we have k 6 max{λ2(λ + 1), (µ + 1)X}. Suppose first that X = 2µ(µ + 1). Then
(µ + 1)X = 2µ(µ + 1)2 = 2λ2(λ − 1), which is larger than λ2(λ + 1), so k 6 2λ2(λ − 1). Further,
by [6, Proposition 4.1], v 6 (k − 2)2, and the claimed upper bound on v follows. In particular,
Theorem 1 is proved for all λ 6= 5.

Assume finally that λ = 5 and X = g(2, 2) = 45. Then (µ + 1)X = 225, which is larger than
λ2(λ + 1) = 150, so our currently proved bound is k 6 225. We claim that k 6 2λ2(λ − 1) = 200
in this case also. Assume for a contradiction that 200 < k 6 225. By Lemma 5(viii) the integers
x, y satisfy xy 6 µ = 4. If x or y is equal to 1 then k divides 60, 120 or 200 by Lemma 5(vii) (since
k 6 225), and hence in this case we have k 6 200. It remains to consider the case x = y = 2 and
here, by Lemma 5(vii), k divides 225. Since we assume that k > 200 this implies that k = 225. The
parameters c, r, d are determined by applying Lemma 5 parts (iv), (iii), (v) in order, and we deduce
that (c, d, k, r, `) = (111, 111, 225, 275, 3). Let ∆ ∈ C, D = GC , and L = (G∆)∆. By [15, Theorem
5.5] we may assume that G 6 L o D 6 S111 o S111, acting imprimitively. Also, by the argument
above, there cannot be any other values of c, d yielding a flag-transitive example, and hence both
L and D are primitive of degree 111. The only such groups are A111 and S111. Let α, β be distinct
points of ∆, and let B1, . . . , B5 ∈ B be the λ = 5 blocks containing {α, β}. Then G{α,β}, which is
a subgroup of G∆, fixes Y := ∪5

i=1(Bi ∩ ∆) setwise, and since each Bi ∩ ∆ has size 3, the set Y
has size s where 3 6 s 6 7. On the other hand, (G{α,β})

∆ is the setwise stabiliser in L of the pair
{α, β}. Since L is A111 or S111, G{α,β} has orbits in ∆ of lengths 2, 109, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, for λ = 5, we also have k 6 2λ2(λ− 1), and again by [6, Proposition 4.1], v 6 (k − 2)2,
yielding the claimed upper bound on v. This finishes the proof.

4 Numerically feasible parameter tuples for small λ

Recall that by the theorem of Higman and McLaughlin [11], λ 6= 1. By [10, Theorem 1.1], when
λ = 2, the only values for v, k, r are v = 16, k = r = 6. Lemma 5(viii) yields ` = 2, and by Lemma
5(iv), c = k − 2 = 4 and hence d = v/c = 4 also. For this reason, we only need to consider λ > 3.
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For specific small λ, we can list all the pairs (`, x) satisfying Lemma 5(viii), and do a more
refined investigation leading to all the possible tuples (λ, v, k, r, c, d, `) that are numerically feasible,
in the sense that they satisfy all of the restrictions from Lemmas 4 and 5.

Proposition 8. Suppose that λ ∈ {3, 4}. Then the numerically feasible parameters (λ, v, k, r, c, d, `)
for a 2-(v, k, λ) non-trivial design admitting a flag-transitive point-imprimitive group of automor-
phisms are as in one of the rows of the following tables, where c, d, ` are as in Lemma 5 and r is
the number of blocks through a point.

λ v k r c d `
3 16 6 9 4 4 2
3 45 12 12 5 9 2
3 45 12 12 9 5 3
3 100 12 27 10 10 2
3 120 18 21 8 15 2
3 120 18 21 15 8 3
3 256 18 45 16 16 2
3 561 36 48 17 33 2
3 561 36 48 33 17 3
3 1156 36 99 34 34 2

λ v k r c d `

4 15 8 8 3 5 2
4 16 6 12 4 4 2
4 36 8 20 6 6 2
4 45 12 16 5 9 2
4 45 12 16 9 5 3
4 96 20 20 6 16 2
4 96 20 20 16 6 4
4 100 12 36 10 10 2
4 196 16 42 14 14 2
4 231 24 40 11 21 2
4 231 24 40 21 11 3
4 280 32 36 10 28 2
4 280 32 36 28 10 4
4 435 32 42 15 29 2
4 484 24 84 22 22 2
4 1976 80 100 26 76 2
4 1976 80 100 76 26 4
4 2116 48 180 46 46 2

Note that in each case the number of blocks can be determined using the formula given by
Lemma 4(ii).

Proof It is easy to check that all parameter sets in the tables satisfy all conditions from Lemmas 4
and 5, with x = k − 1− d(`− 1). We now show that for each λ = 3, 4, the parameters must be as
in one of the tables.

The case λ = 3 Lemma 5(viii) yields three possibilities for (`, x), namely (2, 1), (2, 2), (3, 1). We
now split the analysis into these 3 cases.

(i) (`, x) = (2, 1). By Lemma 5(vii) k | 36 and by Lemma 5(x) k > 9/2. Moreover k is even
by Lemma 5(ii). Thus k ∈ {6, 12, 18, 36}. By Lemma 5(iv) c = k − 2, and Lemma 5(vi)
yields k | 6c(c− 1) which is satisfied in each case. Combining Lemma 5(iii) and (v) yields
d = c. By Lemma 5(iii) r = 3(c − 1). Thus the possibilities for (c, d, k, r, `) are (4, 4, 6, 9, 2),
(10, 10, 12, 27, 2), (16, 16, 18, 45, 2), (34, 34, 36, 99, 2).

(ii) (`, x) = (2, 2). By Lemma 5(vii) k | 72 and by Lemma 5(x) k > 12. Thus k ∈ {12, 18, 24, 36, 72}.
By Lemma 5(iv) c = k/2− 1, and Lemma 5(vi) yields k | 9c(c− 1) which is not satisfied for
k = 24 and k = 72. Combining Lemma 5(iii) and (v) yields d = 2c − 1. By Lemma
5(iii) r = 3(c − 1). Thus the possibilities for (c, d, k, r, `) are (5, 9, 12, 12, 2), (8, 15, 18, 21, 2),
(17, 33, 36, 48, 2).
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(iii) (`, x) = (3, 1). By Lemma 5(vii) k | 72 and by Lemma 5(x) k > 12. Thus k ∈ {12, 18, 24, 36, 72}.
By Lemma 5(iv) c = k − 3, and Lemma 5(vi) yields k | 3c(c−1)(c+1)

4 which is not satisfied for
k = 24 and k = 72. Combining Lemma 5(iii) and (v) yields d = (c + 1)/2. By Lemma
5(iii) r = 3(c−1)/2. Thus the possibilities for (c, d, k, r, `) are (9, 5, 12, 12, 3), (15, 8, 18, 21, 3),
(33, 17, 36, 48, 3).

The case λ = 4 Lemma 5(viii) yields five possibilities for (`, x), namely (2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1),
(4, 1). We now split the study into these cases.

(i) (`, x) = (2, 1). By Lemma 5(vii) k | 48 and by Lemma 5(x) k > 4. Moreover k is even
by Lemma 5(ii). Thus k ∈ {4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 48}. By Lemma 5(iv) c = k − 2, and Lemma
5(vi) yields k | 8c(c − 1) which is satisfied in each case. Combining Lemma 5(iii) and (v)
yields d = c. By Lemma 5(iii) r = 4(c − 1). Thus the possibilities for (c, d, k, r, `) are
(2, 2, 4, 4, 2), (4, 4, 6, 12, 2), (6, 6, 8, 20, 2), (10, 10, 12, 36, 2), (14, 14, 16, 42, 2), (22, 22, 24, 84, 2),
(46, 46, 48, 180, 2). However, in the first case, k = v so this design is trivial.

(ii) (`, x) = (2, 2). By Lemma 5(vii) k | 96 and by Lemma 5(x) k > 8. Thus k ∈ {8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 48, 96}.
By Lemma 5(iv) c = k/2− 1, and Lemma 5(vi) yields k | 12c(c− 1) which is not satisfied for
k = 16, k = 48 and k = 96. Combining Lemma 5(iii) and (v) yields d = 2c − 1. By Lemma
5(iii) r = 4(c − 1). Thus the possibilities for (c, d, k, r, `) are (3, 5, 8, 8, 2), (5, 9, 12, 16, 2),
(11, 21, 24, 40, 2), (15, 29, 32, 56, 2).

(iii) (`, x) = (2, 3). By Lemma 5(vii) k | 160 and by Lemma 5(x) k > 20. Thus k ∈ {20, 32, 40, 80, 160}.
By Lemma 5(iv) c = (k − 2)/3 so k cannot be 40 nor 160. Lemma 5(vi) yields k | 16c(c− 1)
which is satisfied in each remaining case. Combining Lemma 5(iii) and (v) yields d = 3c− 2.
By Lemma 5(iii) r = 4(c − 1). Thus the possibilities for (c, d, k, r, `) are (6, 16, 20, 20, 2),
(10, 28, 32, 36, 2), (26, 76, 80, 100, 2).

(iv) (`, x) = (3, 1). By Lemma 5(vii) k | 96 and by Lemma 5(x) k > 8. Moreover k is divisible by
3 by Lemma 5(ii). Thus k ∈ {12, 24, 48, 96}. By Lemma 5(iv) c = k − 3, and Lemma 5(vi)
yields k | c(c − 1)(k − 2) and thus also k | 2c(c − 1), which is not satisfied for k = 48 and
k = 96. Combining Lemma 5(iii) and (v) yields d = (c+ 1)/2. By Lemma 5(iii) r = 2(c− 1).
Thus the possibilities for (c, d, k, r, `) are (9, 5, 12, 16, 3), (21, 11, 24, 40, 3).

(v) (`, x) = (4, 1). By Lemma 5(vii) k | 160 and by Lemma 5(x) k > 20. Thus k ∈ {20, 32, 40, 80, 160}.
By Lemma 5(iv) c = k− 4. Combining Lemma 5(iii) and (v) yields d = (c+ 2)/3 = (k− 2)/3

so k cannot be 40 nor 160. Lemma 5(vi) yields k | 4c(c−1)(c+2)
9 which is satisfied in each

remaining case. By Lemma 5(iii) r = 4(c − 1)/3. Thus the possibilities for (c, d, k, r, `) are
(16, 6, 20, 20, 4), (28, 10, 32, 36, 4), (76, 26, 80, 100, 4).

However not all numerically feasible tuples listed above lead to an example, as we will see in
Section 6.

5 A flag-regular, point-imprimitive design on 36 points

In this section we construct a flag-transitive, point-imprimitive design corresponding to the
numerically feasible parameter tuple:
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(λ, v, k, r, c, d, `) = (4, 36, 8, 20, 6, 6, 2) (2)

from Proposition 8. We also prove in Proposition 13 that, up to isomorphism, this example is the
unique flag-transitive design with the parameter set (2). Moreover, the design satisfies equality in
the bound v 6 (k − 2)2 of [6, Proposition 4.1]. This design is hard to find in the literature, and
we have sought advice from colleagues Alfred Wasserman, Patric Österg̊ard and Charles Colbourn.
Collectively we were unable to find it. The Handbook of Combinatorial Designs [7] mentions
references for two designs with parameters (λ, v, k, r) = (4, 36, 8, 20). Firstly in [1] an example with
these parameters is given with ‘repeated blocks’, and secondly a construction in [19] produces an
example which we were able to construct computationally; we found that its automorphism group
has order 2. Thus the design we present is neither of the ones listed in [7]. After completing the
first draft of this paper we became aware of a new paper of Zhang and Zhou in which this new
design occurs [21, Theorem 1.3]. We make some comments about their work in Remark 14 below.

We give several constructions for this design based on the symmetric group S6 of degree 6. The
first description gives sufficient information for the design to be constructed computationally, see
also Remark 11. It is based on the transitive permutation representation of S6 on 36 points, and
relies on an explicit description of an outer automorphism σ of S6, namely σ is determined by its
action on a standard generating set for S6 as follows:

(1, 2)σ = (1, 4)(2, 6)(3, 5) and (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)σ = (1, 3)(2, 6, 5). (3)

Construction 9. Let P = {(i, j) | 1 6 i, j 6 6}, and let G = {(g, gσ)|g ∈ S6} acting coordinate-
wise on P. Let

B = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 2), (3, 4), (4, 3), (4, 4)},

and let B = {Bg | g ∈ G}, the G-orbit of B under G, and define the design D = (P,B).

Lemma 10. The design D = (P,B) of Construction 9 is a 2− (36, 8, 4) design with full automor-
phism group G ∼= S6 acting flag-regularly and point imprimitively. Moreover, G leaves invariant
two nontrivial point-partitions, each with d = 6 parts of size c = 6, namely the ‘rows’ and the
‘columns’ of the square array P.

Proof By definition, G is admitted as an automorphism group of D, and leaves invariant the two
nontrivial point-partitions formed by the rows and the columns of P. Also D has v = 36 points
and block size k = 8. A computation using Magma [3] yields that D is a 2-design with λ = 4 and
that G is the full automorphism group.

Remark 11. Computationally, using Magma [3], the design D of Construction 9 can be con-
structed using the unique smallest block-transitive subgroup of automorphisms (which we note is
not flag-transitive on D), namely the index 2 subgroup H = A6 of Aut(D) = S6. The group
H can be constructed up to conjugacy in S36, using Magma, as H = TransitiveGroup(36,

555). Then the block-set of D can be constructed as the set of images of the 8-element subset
B = {1, 2, 7, 8, 22, 23, 25, 26} of {1, 2, . . . , 36} under the action of H. See also Table 2.

Remark 12. Construction 9 gives some insight into the set of points and the group action on them,
but provides little understanding of the nature of the blocks. We now give a different construction
for (a design isomorphic to) D which gives a better understanding of the blocks in terms of the
standard action of S6 of degree 6.
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For this description we note that G = S6 has a unique conjugacy class of subgroups of index
36, namely the class of Frobenius subgroups F ∼= F20 of order 20. This means that we may identify
the point set P with {F g | g ∈ G}, where G acts by conjugation.

Now G has two conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 6, corresponding to S5 and PGL2(5),
which are interchanged by the outer automorphism σ given in (3). Each Frobenius group in P
is contained in a unique subgroup from each of these classes, and each subgroup S5 or PGL2(5)
contains exactly six Frobenius groups in P. This we have two distinct G-invariant partitions of P,
each with d = 6 parts of size 6, see [15, Lemma 2.14].

For the construction, we use one of these partitions: let X = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} be the set on which
G acts naturally, and note that each F ∈ P fixes a unique element of X. For each x ∈ X, let ∆x be
the set of six Frobenius groups in P which fix x, so that C = {∆x | x ∈ X} is one of the G-invariant
partitions described in the previous paragraph. (The second point-partition is based in a similar
fashion on the set Y of six transitive subgroups PGL2(5).)

The blocks of the design are labelled by triples of the form (x, x′, π), where x, x′ are distinct
elements of X and π is a ‘bisection’ of X \ {x, x′}, that is, a partition with two parts of size 2. For
each pair (x, x′) there are three choices for π and hence there are 6× 5× 3 = 90 triples, hence 90
blocks.

For each such triple (x, x′, π), we need to define the 8-subset of P forming the block B =
B(x, x′, π). We note that for each of the four elements z ∈ X \ {x, x′}, there are six Frobenius
groups in ∆z, that is, six Frobenius groups fixing the point z. Distinct choices of z correspond to
disjoint 6-subsets of Frobenius groups. The disjoint union of these four 6-subsets is thus a subset
P({x, x′}) of 4 × 6 = 24 Frobenius groups, that is, points of P. Consider the subgroup H of G
which stabilises (x, x′, π), that is, H stabilises each of the points x, x′ and also the bisection π.
Then H ∼= D8, so in particular |G : H| = 90, and H fixes P({x, x′}) setwise. Using Magma, we
find that the subgroup H has three orbits of length 8 in P({x, x′}). One of these orbits is the block
B(x, x′, π), and one of the other orbits is the block B′ = B(x′, x, π) (which has the same stabiliser
GB′ = GB = GP({x,x′})). The normaliser NG(H) ∼= H × C2 interchanges the triples (x, x′, π) and
(x′, x, π), and we find (with Magma) that NG(H) interchanges two of the H-orbits in P({x, x′})
and leaves the third invariant. We choose one of the two H-orbits moved by NG(H) and call it
B(x, x′, π), and we take the block set B of D to be the set of G-images of this 8-subset B(x, x′, π).
Thus D = (P,B) is well defined.

It is clear from the construction that D is a flag-transitive point-imprimitive 1-design. It may
be checked using Magma that D is in fact a 2 − (36, 8, 4) design. We note, finally, that the outer
automorphism σ in (3) is not an automorphism of D, but rather σ maps B to a different collection
of ninety 8-element subsets of P which forms a design isomorphic to D.

Finally we prove that there is, up to isomorphism, a unique flag-transitive point-imprimitive
design with parameters as in (2), and it follows from this that the designs in Construction 9 and
Remark 12 are isomorphic.

Proposition 13. Up to isomorphism, the design D in Construction 9 is the unique flag-transitive
point-imprimitive design D = (P,B) with parameter set as in (2).

Proof Suppose that D = (P,B) has parameters (λ, v, k, r, c, d, `) = (4, 36, 8, 20, 6, 6, 2) and admits
a flag-transitive point-imprimitive group G. By Proposition 8, this is the only parameter tuple
with (λ, v, k) = (4, 36, 8), and hence each nontrivial G-invariant point-partition has 6 parts of size
6. Let C = {∆1, . . . ,∆6} be a G-invariant partition of P with each |∆i| = 6, and let D = GC and
L = (G∆1)∆1 . We may assume that G 6 L oD 6 S6 o S6, by [15, Theorem 5.5]. Moreover both L,D
are primitive of degree 6, as otherwise there would be another parameter set in Proposition 8 for
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(λ, v, k) = (4, 36, 8). This implies that D and L are 2-transitive, and each has socle PSL2(5) or A6.
Thus, for distinct i, j, G{∆i,∆j} has index

(
6
2

)
= 15 in G.

Now each block B ∈ B meets each of four parts ∆i ∈ C in ` = 2 points and is disjoint from
the remaining two parts, and by Lemma 4, b = |B| = vr/k = 90. Thus GB has index 90 in G and
fixes setwise the two parts, say {∆i,∆j}, which B intersects trivially. Hence GB < G{∆i,∆j} < G
and |G{∆i,∆j} : GB| = 90/15 = 6. In particular GB contains all Sylow 5-subgroups of G{∆i,∆j}.
Let P be a Sylow 5-subgroup of G{∆i,∆j}, so P 6 GB. Since the group induced by G{∆i,∆j} on
C is a subgroup of S2×S4, the order of which is not divisible by 5, it follows that P is contained
in K = G(C), the kernel of the G-action on C. Note that K 6 G{∆i,∆j}, so a Sylow 5-subgroup of
G{∆i,∆j} is also a Sylow 5-subgroup of K and vice-versa.

Suppose that K 6= 1. Since K is normal in G, its orbits on points all have the same size. In
particular, for each ∆ ∈ C, K∆ is a nontrivial normal subgroup of the primitive group L = G∆

∆,
and hence K∆ contains the socle of L. Since this socle is PSL2(5) or A6, it follows that 5 divides
|K∆|, and hence for some choice of Sylow 5-subgroup P of K we have P∆ 6= 1. Since all Sylow
5-subgroups of K are conjugate in K, and since K fixes each ∆ ∈ C setwise, this implies that, for
all ∆ ∈ C, P∆ 6= 1 and has orbits of lengths 1, 5 in ∆. However, if ∆ 6∈ {∆i,∆j}, then P fixes
setwise the 2-subset B ∩∆ since P 6 GB, which is a contradiction.

Hence K = 1, so G ∼= GC 6 S6. However also |G| is divisible by the number of flags, which
is 90 × 8 = | S6 |. Hence G ∼= S6 and G is regular on flags. Now S6 has a unique conjugacy class
of subgroups of index 36, namely the class of Frobenius groups F20, and each such subgroup is
contained in two distinct subgroups of index 6 in G. Hence G leaves invariant two distinct point-
partitions with six parts of size six. This unique transitive action of S6 of degree 36 can be found
as TransitiveGroup(36,1252) in Magma. We checked with Magma [3] that, up to isomorphism,
the design D is as in Construction 9. To do this we searched in TransitiveGroup(36,1252) for
orbits of size b = 90 on the set of 20250 8-subsets which have 2 points in each of four parts of both
nontrivial invariant partitions. There are five such orbits, only two of which yield 2-designs, and
the designs are isomorphic.

Remark 14. After completing our work, the paper [21] of Zhang and Zhou appeared, in which this
unique flag-transitive 2− (36, 8, 4) design arises in their classification [21, Theorem 1.3] of 2-designs
with λ 6 4 admitting an automorphism group which is flag-transitive, and acts imprimitively and
quasiprimitively on points. We make a few comments about this result. The analysis of this case
in their proof [21, pp. 431-432] does not give much detail. It is likely that their proof relies on
extensive computation, but no references are made to this. Their proof proceeds by asserting (i)
that there are seven conjugacy classes of subgroups of G = S6 of index 90 (the number of blocks),
(ii) that five of these classes consist of subgroups H which have an orbit B on points of size 8 such
that the number of G-images of B is 90, and (iii) that “it is easy to see that there are only two
conjugacy classes of subgroups” such that the set of G-images of the H-orbit B is the block set
of a 2-design. They also state that “it is not hard to check that” the two designs obtained are
isomorphic. No details are given, either of the construction or of any computations they may have
carried out to justify the assertions.

In [21, Theorem 1.3(ii)] it is stated that there is a unique non-symmetric 2 − (36, 8, 4) design.
Our Proposition 13 proves that there is a unique such design which is flag-transitive and point-
imprimitive. However, as discussed at the beginning of this section, there exists at least one other
2-design with these parameters obtained from a construction in [19].
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6 Classification for v less than 100 and λ at most 4

In Theorem 2 we obtain a full classification of the designs for v < 100 and λ 6 4. This result
will follow from the following citations and new results, and from the previous section. Up to
isomorphism, we determine exactly eleven designs (two of the four designs with v = 96 admit two
distinct (c, d) possibilities), and these correspond to exactly seven of the twelve numerically feasible
tuples (λ, v, k, r, c, d, `) in Proposition 8 with λ 6 4, v < 100.

Table 2: Construction of all examples with λ 6 4 and v < 100, note the groups H listed are
block-transitive and as small as possible
λ v k r Block B Group H |Aut(D)| c d
2 16 6 6 {1, 2, 7, 9, 12, 13} TG(16,3) 11520 4 4

{1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 15} TG(16,5) 768 4 4
3 45 12 12 {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 10, 20, 22, 25, 34, 39, 41} TG(45,63) 19440 9 5
4 15 8 8 {1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 11, 12, 14} TG(15,1) 20160 3 5
4 16 6 12 {1, 2, 3, 6, 11, 13} TG(16,27) 6144 4 4

{1, 2, 5, 7, 13, 16} TG(16,46) 1920 4 4
4 36 8 20 {1, 2, 7, 8, 22, 23, 25, 26} TG(36,555) 720 6 6
4 96 20 20 {1, 2, 3, 11, 12, 141, 17, 29, 31, 32, H1 552960 16 6

36, 41, 47, 51, 57, 63, 68, 85, 87, 93}
{1, 2, 3, 11, 14, 17, 24, 29, 31, 35, 43, H1 184320 16 6
44, 48, 56, 64, 65, 69, 90, 95, 96} 6 16
{1, 2, 3, 5, 11, 15, 21, 22, 23, 27, 41, H2 138240 16 6
43, 62, 68, 77, 80, 86, 90, 92, 95}
{1, 2, 3, 5, 11, 15, 21, 23, 31, 34, 46, H2 7680 16 6
58, 66, 67, 69, 70, 72, 73, 89, 96} 6 16

Remark 15. In Table 2 we list a block B and group H which allow a quick construction of the
corresponding design: namely |H| is minimal such that H is block-transitive (not necessarily flag-
transitive) and hence the block-set is BH = {Bh | h ∈ H}. We also list the order of the full
automorphism group. In most cases the group H is described as TG(v,i), which is an abbreviation
of the name TransitiveGroup(v,i) for the ith group of degree v in the database of transitive
groups of small degree in Magma [3]. Since the transitive groups in Magma are only given for
degrees up to 47, we cannot describe H in this way for the four designs with v = 96 points. In
these cases we construct the designs using the method described in [13]: for each design we give
generators for a group H which is block-regular (hence not flag-transitive). In all four cases the
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group H is one of the following two groups H1, H2.

H1 = 〈(1, 37, 2, 31)(3, 23, 8, 19)(4, 21, 9, 18)(5, 27, 7, 14)(6, 11, 10, 26)(12, 39, 24, 50)(13, 17, 25, 29)

(15, 40, 22, 42)(16, 38, 28, 20)(30, 33, 49, 45)(32, 55, 53, 65)(34, 47, 46, 35)(36, 43, 48, 41)

(44, 60, 62, 51)(52, 79, 70, 90)(54, 66, 63, 57)(56, 64, 58, 59)(61, 87, 81, 94)(67, 91, 78, 95)

(68, 76, 80, 74)(69, 83, 89, 73)(71, 96, 75, 86)(72, 88, 82, 93)(77, 92, 84, 85),

(1, 62, 42)(2, 44, 40)(3, 29, 32)(4, 63, 28)(5, 59, 26)(6, 56, 27)(7, 64, 11)(8, 17, 53)(9, 54, 16)

(10, 58, 14)(12, 69, 81)(13, 23, 55)(15, 51, 37)(18, 38, 66)(19, 65, 25)(20, 57, 21)(22, 60, 31)

(24, 89, 61)(30, 95, 75)(33, 86, 67)(34, 68, 52)(35, 90, 74)(36, 92, 72)(39, 94, 83)(41, 93, 77)

(43, 88, 84)(45, 96, 78)(46, 80, 70)(47, 79, 76)(48, 85, 82)(49, 91, 71)(50, 87, 73),

(1, 73, 2, 83)(3, 85, 8, 92)(4, 52, 9, 70)(5, 67, 7, 78)(6, 61, 10, 81)(11, 94, 26, 87)(12, 41, 24, 43)

(13, 80, 25, 68)(14, 91, 27, 95)(15, 71, 22, 75)(16, 93, 28, 88)(17, 76, 29, 74)(18, 79, 21, 90)

(19, 77, 23, 84)(20, 72, 38, 82)(30, 46, 49, 34)(31, 69, 37, 89)(32, 64, 53, 59)(33, 47, 45, 35)

(36, 39, 48, 50)(40, 86, 42, 96)(44, 57, 62, 66)(51, 54, 60, 63)(55, 56, 65, 58)〉

H2 = 〈(1, 55, 18, 26)(2, 90, 24, 66)(3, 50, 38, 51)(4, 49, 5, 60)(6, 61, 35, 63)(7, 80, 10, 89)(8, 48, 47, 76)

(9, 83, 39, 84)(11, 96, 40, 86)(12, 53, 16, 57)(13, 93, 23, 94)(14, 65, 15, 44)(17, 85, 21, 87)

(19, 56, 20, 64)(22, 77, 34, 62)(25, 67, 33, 95)(27, 70, 58, 69)(28, 92, 29, 68)(30, 73, 59, 72)

(31, 71, 43, 82)(32, 91, 42, 88)(36, 52, 37, 74)(41, 78, 46, 79)(45, 81, 54, 75),

(1, 75, 21)(2, 6, 79)(3, 48, 24)(4, 73, 40)(5, 69, 9)(7, 12, 81)(8, 61, 66)(10, 18, 71)(11, 37, 70)

(13, 19, 62)(14, 92, 23)(15, 77, 33)(16, 82, 17)(20, 68, 25)(22, 64, 95)(26, 80, 45)(27, 49, 96)

(28, 56, 94)(29, 44, 67)(30, 74, 86)(31, 53, 89)(32, 38, 78)(34, 65, 93)(35, 76, 42)(36, 72, 39)

(41, 63, 91)(43, 55, 85)(46, 50, 90)(47, 51, 88)(52, 83, 58)(54, 57, 87)(59, 60, 84),

(1, 38)(2, 39)(3, 18)(4, 15)(5, 14)(6, 12)(7, 13)(8, 58)(9, 24)(10, 23)(11, 42)(16, 35)(17, 25)

(19, 36)(20, 37)(21, 33)(22, 54)(26, 60)(27, 47)(28, 31)(29, 43)(30, 41)(32, 40)(34, 45)(44, 51)

(46, 59)(48, 92)(49, 55)(50, 65)(52, 53)(56, 61)(57, 74)(62, 79)(63, 64)(66, 89)(67, 96)(68, 76)

(69, 71)(70, 82)(72, 81)(73, 75)(77, 78)(80, 90)(83, 94)(84, 93)(85, 88)(86, 95)(87, 91)〉

Remark 16. In Table 3, we give additional information about the groups of these designs, obtained
using Magma [3]. In column Aut(D), we list the full automorphism group of the design: for
v 6= 15, 96, we give the group in the form TransitiveGroup(v,i) as well as its structure; for
v = 15, Aut(D) is a well known group given in its standard action; while for v = 96 (which is
not covered by the database in [3]) we give the structure of the group, but note that the full
automorphism group can be easily found in Magma [3] by constructing the design using data in
Table 2 and calling for its full automorphism group. In column Largest FT imp., we list, up to
conjugacy, the largest flag-transitive subgroup of Aut(D) which preserves a partition with d parts
of size c. If Aut(D) itself preserves such a partition, then we just write Aut(D). We draw attention
to exceptional behaviour for two of the designs with v = 96, namely the second and fourth designs
in the last block of Table 3, which are the designs numbered 2 and 4, respectively, in [13, Table 1].
For these designs, Aut(D) preserves a partition with 6 blocks of size 16 but not a partition with
16 blocks of size 6, while a proper flag-transitive subgroup preserves both. In column Smallest FT
imp., we list, up to conjugacy, the flag-transitive subgroups of Aut(D) which preserve a partition
with d parts of size c and are of smallest size. Note there is not always a unique such subgroup, as
shown in the table.
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Table 3: Full automorphism groups, largest flag-transitive subgroup preserving the partition
(with the given c and d), smallest flag-transitive subgroups preserving this partition
λ v k r c d Aut(D) Largest FT imp. Smallest FT imp.
2 16 6 6 4 4 TG(16,1753)∼= 24. S6 TG(16,1063)∼= TG(16,183)∼= 24.6,

24.(S2 o S3) ∼= TG(16,184)∼= 23.A4,
25. S4 TG(16,185)∼= 23.A4,

TG(16,194)∼= 24. S3,
TG(16,195)∼= 22. S4

TG(16,1073)∼= 25. S4 Aut(D) Aut(D)
3 45 12 12 9 5 TG(45,628)∼=

34.2. S5

Aut(D) TG(45,314)∼=
34.2.AGL1(5)

4 15 8 8 3 5 PSL4(2) TG(15,21)∼=
3.PΓL2(4) ∼=
(A5×3).2

PΓL2(4) ∼= S5

4 16 6 12 4 4 TG(16,1690)∼= 28. S4 Aut(D) TG(16,419)∼= 24.A4,
TG(16,420)∼= 24.A4 (two
classes),
TG(16,430)∼= 23. S4,
TG(16,433)∼= 24.((2×3).2)

TG(16,1329)∼= 24. S5 TG(16,776)∼=
24. S4

TG(16,776)∼= 24. S4

4 36 8 20 6 6 TG(36,1252)∼= S6 Aut(D) Aut(D)
4 96 20 20 6 16 28. S6 24. S6 24. S5

26. S5 24. S5 24. S5

4 96 20 20 16 6 28.((3× A6).2) Aut(D) 28.A5

28. S6 Aut(D) 24. S5

26.((3.A6).2) Aut(D) 25. S5

26. S5 Aut(D) 24. S5 and 25.A5

Suppose that D is a non-trivial 2-(v, k, λ) design admitting a flag-transitive point-imprimitive
group G of automorphisms, with λ 6 4 and v < 100. As mentioned earlier λ > 2, and the
classification for λ = 2 is given in [10]. We use the work in [10] to describe the designs for λ = 2.
For λ = 3, 4, the tuple (λ, v, k, r, c, d, `) must be numerically feasible and so appears in the table in
Proposition 8. We consider the possibilities for λ separately.

The case λ = 2
This case was analysed in [10, Theorem 1.1] where it was shown that that the only possible tuple

is (v, k, r, c, d, `) = (16, 6, 6, 4, 4, 2), yielding two non-isomorphic examples, as in lines 1–2 of Table 2.
These two designs were first constructed by Hussain [12] in 1945. The first example has a flag-regular
imprimitive group, the full automorphism group is TransitiveGroup(16,1753) of order 11520
(which is primitive), and contains flag-transitive imprimitive subgroups, the largest, isomorphic to
TransitiveGroup(16,1063), having order 768. The second example has full automorphism group
TransitiveGroup(16,1073), which has order 768 and is imprimitive. This is also the unique
flag-transitive subgroup of automorphisms.
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The case λ = 3
In [20], Zhan and Zhou classify the flag-transitive imprimitive 2-designs with k = 6. It turns

out they all have v = 16, moreover there are two with λ = 2 (as mentioned above), none with λ = 3
and two with λ = 4 (see below). So the tuple (v, k, r, c, d, `) = (16, 6, 9, 4, 4, 2) is not possible.

By [14, Corollary 1.2], there is a unique flag-transitive, point-imprimitive 2− (45, 12, 3) design.
It has (up to isomorphism) automorphism group TransitiveGroup(45,628) which is imprimitive
preserving a partition with d = 5 parts of size c = 9, as in line 3 of Table 2. The smallest imprimitive
flag-transitive subgroup is isomorphic to TransitiveGroup(45,314). Moreover by [14, Proposition
5.1], the tuple (v, k, r, c, d, `) = (45, 12, 12, 5, 9, 2) is not possible.

The case λ = 4
The projective example described by Huw Davies in [8], and mentioned in the introduction,

(whose blocks are the hyperplane complements), provides an example in the case n = 3 for which
(v, k, r, c, d, `) = (15, 8, 8, 3, 5, 2), and in fact, by [16, Proposition 1.5, see also Section 4.1], it is the
unique example, up to isomorphism. Its full automorphism group PSL(4, 2) is point-primitive, while
the largest flag-transitive point-imprimitive subgroup is isomorphic to TransitiveGroup(15,21)

of order 360, and contains PΓL(2, 4) ∼= S5 (which is regular on flags).
By [20, Main Theorem and Table 3], the tuple (v, k, r, c, d, `) = (16, 6, 12, 4, 4, 2) admits exactly

two examples. For the first example, TransitiveGroup(16,1690) is the full automorphism group,
of order 6144; it is point-imprimitive and has a subgroup that is regular on flags. The second
example has full automorphism group TransitiveGroup(16,1329) of order 1920, which is point-
primitive; it has a unique flag-transitive imprimitive subgroup, and this subgroup is isomorphic to
TransitiveGroup(16,776) with flag stabiliser of order 2.

In [13, Theorem 1.1] it is shown that, up to isomorphism, there are exactly four flag-transitive
2−(96, 20, 4) designs, and for each of them the full automorphism group preserves a point-partition
with d = 6 parts of size c = 16, see [13, Subsections 1.2 and 3.1]. Thus the parameter tuple
(v, k, r, c, d, `) = (96, 20, 20, 16, 6, 4) admits four examples. The full automorphism groups of these
four designs have orders 552960, 184320, 138240 and 7680 respectively, and all flag-transitive sub-
groups of them have been determined, see [13, Section 5]. Each of the flag-transitive subgroups is
listed in [13, Table 2] and is of the form Ca2 oH where a ∈ {4, 5, 6, 8}. Assume D is one of these four
designs where the tuple (v, k, r, c, d, `) = (96, 20, 20, 6, 16, 2) is realised by a flag-transitive subgroup
of automorphisms. Then, by [13, Lemma 3.1], Aut(D) has a flag-transitive subgroup of the form
C4

2 oH (and a block-transitive subgroup C4
2 oA5), and hence by [13, Table 2], D is the design with

|Aut(D)| equal to either 7680 or 184320. We checked with Magma that in the first case the flag-
transitive subgroup isomorphic to C4

2 o S5 admits two G-invariant partitions with (c, d) = (6, 16),
while in the second case the flag-transitive subgroup isomorphic to C4

2 oS5 admits one G-invariant
partition with (c, d) = (6, 16).

By Proposition 13, there is, up to isomorphism, a unique flag-transitive point-imprimitive design
with parameter set (v, k, r, c, d, `) = (36, 8, 20, 6, 6, 2), namely the design in Construction 9, and by
Lemma 10 and Remark 11, the entry in Table 3 is valid.

The remaining parameter sets, both with v = 45, are dealt with in the following lemma.

Proposition 17. There is no flag-transitive, point-imprimitive 2-design with parameter set

(v, k, r, c, d, `) equal to (45, 12, 16, 9, 5, 3), or (45, 12, 16, 5, 9, 2).

Proof Suppose that such a design D = (P,B) exists, admitting a flag-transitive, point-imprimitive
automorphism group G. Then by Lemma 4, λ = r(k − 1)/(v − 1) = 4, b = |B| = vr/k = 60, and
the number of flags is f = bk = vr = 720 = 24.32.5. Thus |G| = fz for some integer z > 1.
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Let C = {∆1, . . . ,∆d} be a G-invariant partition of the point-set P with each |∆i| = c, where
(c, d) is either (9, 5) or (5, 9). Let D = GC , and L = (G∆1)∆1 , so by [15, Theorem 5.5] we may
assume that G 6 L oD 6 Sc o Sd, acting imprimitively. By Proposition 8, there are no numerically
feasible parameter sets with (λ, v) = (4, 45) and c or d equal to 3, and hence both L and D are
primitive of degree c and d respectively. We note that each primitive group X of degree 9 has socle
T = C2

3 (affine type), or PSL2(8) or A9, and in the affine case, T = O3(X) is the largest normal
3-subgroup of X, and is the group of translations (see, for example [15, Theorem 3.15]).

Claim 1: If (c, d) = (5, 9), then there exists a second G-invariant partition of P with 5 parts of size
9, so that, without loss of generality we may assume that (c, d) = (9, 5).

Proof of claim: Suppose that (c, d) = (5, 9). In this case ` = 2, so a block meets each of six parts
∆i in a 2-subset and is disjoint from the remaining three parts. Now

#{(B,∆) | B ∈ B,∆ ∈ C, B ∩∆ = ∅} = b× 3 = 9× x,

where x is the number of blocks disjoint from a given class. Hence x = b/3 = 20, so each part ∆
meets exactly 60− x = 40 blocks nontrivially. If D has socle PSL2(8) or A9, then |D|, and hence
also |G|, is divisible by 7. Since b = 60, 7 also divides |(GB)C |, which is a contradiction since (GB)C

fixes setwise the set of three parts disjoint from B. It follows that C2
3 ED = GC 6 AGL(2, 3), and

in particular 5 does not divide |GC |. Since b = 60 divides |G|, this implies that 5 divides the order
of K = G(C), the kernel of the G-action on C. In particular, K 6= 1. Since K is normal in G, its
orbits on points all have the same size, and hence the K-orbits are the parts ∆i of C, and since
K∆i is a transitive group of prime degree 5, it is primitive.

Next we show that K acts faithfully on ∆1. If this is not the case then the kernel K(∆1) of the
action of K on ∆1 is a nontrivial normal subgroup of K, and hence acts nontrivially on some part
∆ 6= ∆1. Thus K∆

(∆1) is a nontrivial normal subgroup of the primitive group K∆, and hence is
transitive. This implies that a Sylow 5-subgroup P of K(∆1) is nontrivial and acts transitively on
∆. For each point-pair π ⊂ ∆1, there are exactly λ = 4 blocks containing π, and since P fixes π
(pointwise) it follows that P fixes this set of 4 blocks setwise, and in fact P fixes each of these four
blocks (since P is a 5-group). Since this holds for all pairs π ⊂ ∆1, and since each block meeting
∆1 intersects it in two points, it follows that P fixes setwise each of the 40 blocks which intersect
∆1 nontrivially. For any such block, say B, B meets six parts in a two-subset, and each of these
part-intersections with B must be fixed setwise by P . It follows that P must fix each of these six
parts pointwise, and the same argument yields that P fixes setwise each block which intersects any
of these six parts nontrivially. Since each block intersects nontrivially with six of the nine parts of
C, it follows that P fixes each block of B setwise. This contradicts the fact that P is transitive on
∆. Thus K(∆1) = 1, and so K ∼= K∆1 6 S5.

Now we consider the map φ : G → Aut(K) induced by conjugation, and let N = ker(φ) =
CG(K). By the previous paragraph, K 6 S5, and in fact either K = A5 or S5, or the largest normal
5-subgroup O5(K) of K is isomorphic to C5. In all cases Aut(K) is isomorphic to a subgroup of S5,
and in particular |Aut(K)| is not divisible by 9. Since 9 divides v and hence |G|, we conclude that 3
divides |N |. Further, N ∩K = CG(K)∩K = Z(K), and either Z(K) = 1 or Z(K) = K = C5 < N .
In either case, 3 divides the order of N/(N ∩K) ∼= NC , which is a normal subgroup of the primitive
group GC = D. Hence NC contains the translation subgroup T ∼= C2

3 of D 6 AGL2(3). Let N0 be
the (uniquely determined) subgroup of N such that N ∩ K < N0 and NC0 = T , and let M be a
Sylow 3-subgroup of N0. By definition N0 is normal in G. Since |N ∩K| = 1 or 5, and since N0

centralises N ∩K, it follows that N0 = M × (N ∩K) and in particular M = O3(N0) ∼= C2
3 is the

unique Sylow 3-subgroup of N0. Thus M is a characteristic subgroup of N0, and hence is normal
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in G. Since |M | = 9, the M -orbits in P form a G-invariant partition with 5 parts of size 9, which
proves the claim.

Thus we may assume that (c, d) = (9, 5), so now ` = 3, and each block meets each of four parts
∆i in a 3-subset and is disjoint from the remaining class. This time

#{(B,∆) | B ∈ B,∆ ∈ C, B ∩∆ = ∅} = b× 1 = 5× x,

where x is the number of blocks disjoint from a given class, so x = b/5 = 12, and each part meets
60− x = 48 blocks nontrivially. Let K = G(C), the kernel of the G-action on C.

Claim 2: L = (G∆1)∆1 is of affine type, and K∆1 contains the translation group O3(L) ∼= T .
Moreover, for Q = O3(K), the largest normal 3-subgroup of K, the Q-orbits and the K-orbits in
P are the parts of C, and Q∆i ∼= O3(L) for each i.

Proof of claim: Note that G/K ∼= D 6 S5, and so |G : K| is not divisible by 9. Since |G| = fz is
divisible by 9, it follows that 3 divides |K| and so K 6= 1. Now K is normal in G and hence its
orbits on points all have the same size. In particular K∆1 is nontrivial and normal in the primitive
group L. Hence K∆1 is transitive, and the K-orbits are the parts in C. Let B,B′ be blocks which
meet ∆1, say α ∈ B ∩∆1, α

′ ∈ B′ ∩∆1. Since G is flag-transitive, there exists g ∈ G which maps
the flag (α,B) to the flag (α′, B′) and hence Bg = B′ and g fixes setwise the class ∆1 containing
α and α′. Thus g ∈ G∆1 , and it follows that G∆1 is transitive on the set of 48 blocks meeting ∆1

nontrivially. Thus |G∆1 : G∆1,B| = 48, and hence |L : G∆1
∆1,B
| divides 48. If L has socle PSL2(8) or

A9 then 7 divides |L|, and since |L : G∆1
∆1,B
| divides 48, it follows that 7 also divides |G∆1

∆1,B
|. This

is a contradiction since G∆1
∆1,B

leaves invariant the 3-subset B ∩∆1. Thus L is of affine type, and

hence K∆i contains the translation group O3((G∆i)
∆i) ∼= T , for each i. It follows that Q = O3(K)

induces T on each part ∆i and hence the Q-orbits are the parts of C.

We may therefore view each ∆i as the affine plane AG2(3).

Claim 3: The Q-orbits in B have size 3, and if B∩∆i 6= ∅, then the QB-orbits in ∆i form a parallel
class of lines of the affine plane ∆i. Moreover, for each i, each line of the affine plane ∆i occurs as
the intersection with ∆i of exactly four blocks, and each parallel class of lines of ∆i corresponds to
12 of these block-part intersections.

Proof of claim: Since Q is normal in G, the Q-orbits in B all have the same length, say y. So y
divides b = 60, and y is a power of 3 since y divides |Q|, whence y = 1 or 3. Since Q∆1 is transitive,
it acts nontrivially on the blocks intersecting ∆1 in a 3-subset, and hence y = 3.

Since GC is transitive, it is sufficient to prove the other assertions for ∆1. Let B be a block such
that B ∩∆1 6= ∅. Then QB has index 3 in Q, and as Q∆1 is the translation group by Claim 2, it
follows that the QB-orbits in ∆1 form a parallel class of lines of the affine plane. Let α ∈ ∆1. Then
α lies in r = 16 blocks, and also α lies in four lines of the affine plane ∆1. For each of these lines
m, and each point β ∈ m \ {α}, the pair {α, β} lies in λ = 4 blocks, each intersecting ∆1 in the
unique affine line m containing {α, β}. Thus each of the affine lines on α occurs as the intersection
with ∆1 of exactly four blocks. This is true for all points of ∆1, so each line of the affine plane
∆1 is the intersection with ∆1 of exactly four blocks. Moreover each parallel class of lines of ∆1

corresponds to 3× 4 block intersections with ∆1.

Claim 4: Q = T ∼= C2
3 is faithful on each ∆i ∈ C.

Proof of claim: Since Q∆1 = T is the translation group, the subgroup R = Q(∆1) fixes ∆1 pointwise,
and is equal to Qα for each α ∈ ∆1. By Claim 3, for each of the 48 blocks B that meet ∆1, the
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intersectionm = B∩∆1 is a line of ∆1, andQB = Qm has index 3 inQ. This implies that, for α ∈ m,
Qm,α has index 3 in Qm and hence index 9 in Q, and we conclude that Qα = Qm,α < QB < Q.
Thus R = Qα fixes each of the 48 blocks which meet ∆1. Let ∆i be one of the other three parts
meeting such a block B. Then R fixes B ∩∆i setwise, and hence each R-orbit in ∆i is contained
in a line of ∆i parallel to B ∩ ∆i. By Claim 3, there are just 12 blocks which meet ∆i in a line
parallel to B ∩∆i, while there are 48 blocks which meet ∆i nontrivially, and at most 12 of these
are disjoint from ∆1. Hence there exists a block B′ which meets both ∆1 and ∆i and is such that
the line B′ ∩ ∆i is not parallel to B ∩ ∆i. We have shown that R fixes each of the (non-parallel
lines) B ∩∆i, B

′ ∩∆i setwise, and hence R fixes their intersection, which is a single point α′ ∈ ∆i.
It follows that R = Qα′ and so R fixes ∆i pointwise, and hence fixes setwise every block meeting
∆i. Since this holds for each part ∆i meeting B, it follows that R fixes setwise every block that
meets any of these four parts, and this implies that R fixes every block of B. Hence R = 1, proving
the claim.

Claim 5: K ∼= K∆i is faithful, for each ∆i ∈ C.

Proof of claim: As GC is transitive it is sufficient to prove this for ∆1. Let A = K(∆1), the pointwise
stabiliser of ∆1 in K. By Claim 4, A ∩Q = 1, and it follows that the normal subgroups A,Q of K

centralise each other. Then for each j, A∆j is contained in the centraliser of Q∆j in G
∆j

∆j

∼= L. Since

Q∆j is self-centralising in G
∆j

∆j
it follows that A∆j 6 Q∆j , and in particular A∆j is a 3-group. Since

A is isomorphic to a subgroup of
∏5
j=1A

∆j , it follows that A is a 3-group. Thus A 6 O3(K) = Q,
and hence A = 1.

Since D = GC 6 S5, it follows from Claims 2 and 5 that |G| = |GC |.|K| divides |S5 | ×
|AGL2(3)| = 120×9×48. Recall that |G| = fz with f = 720 = 24.32.5, the number of flags. Hence
z divides 72. To complete this analysis we performed the following check computationally, using
Magma:

� We constructed the group W = AGL2(3) o S5 in its natural imprimitive permutation action
on P of degree 45 leaving invariant a partition C = {∆1, . . . ,∆5} with each |∆i| = 9;

� for each subgroup G of W with order fz, for z a divisor of 72, we checked whether G had an
orbit B of size b = 60 on 12-subsets B of P such that B ∩∆i is a line of the corresponding
affine plane for exactly four parts ∆i ∈ C;

� for each such G and B, we checked whether (P,B) was a 2-design with λ = 4.

This computer search yielded no 2-designs.
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